Weighing up your options!
WE RELY ON THE LATEST WORLD-WIDE TECHNOLOGY
KEY COMPONENTS
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A reliable Load Cell.
Interactive Indicators.
Simple Technology.
Robust Cables.
Waterproof Hardware.
Strong & Durable.
Portable.
Robust Software

XR 5000

Looking for a weigh scale you can rely on that gives
you the information you want?
What are your requirements?
How many records can you store?
How many weighing sessions can I keep?
How many pieces of information per animal can I keep?
Can the weigh scale control an auto drafter?
Can I draft by weight gain?
How many ways can I draft?
Where does animal health fit in the system?
Can I transfer information by Bluetooth?

ID 5000

JR 5000

Tru-Test's range of durable weigh scales has earned a global reputation for the
fastest and most accurate weight capture technology.
All Tru-Test weigh scales feature Superdamp™ technology, unique to Tru-Test, to
record accurate weights quickly, even with the liveliest animals. Within seconds
our weigh scales lock on a weight, and a bright stable light lets you know it's
ready to be recorded. An auto zero function also ensures any accumulation of
animal dirt or manure is zeroed after the animal leaves the scale.
The range is designed to suit a variety of situations so you only get the
technology you need. Suitable for cattle, sheep, deer, horses and goats and
compatible with all Tru-Test load bars.
With the addition of our new Datamars Livestock cloud software (available for
free with your Tru-Test weigh scale), it’s now even easier to turn your weighing
data into simple, clear valuable insights that help you make your decisions.
Let Truro Agencies step you through your options for a profitable outcome.
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S3

Load Bars & Cells
Need a load bar that can truly handle the conditions and remain accurate?
Check out these from Datamars TRU-TEST.
Made of aircraft grade aluminium for ultimate resistance to corrosion, Tru-Test load bars
are regarded as the most reliable, rugged and long-lasting available.
Heavy duty TPR/PVC cables also minimise the likelihood of cable damage. Our
Multipurpose and Heavy-Duty load bars can be relied upon to be accurate to within +/-1%.
Tru-Test Load Cells are completely enclosed to protect against dirt, moisture and rodents.
Tru-Test Load Bars and Load Cells are compatible with any Tru-Test Indicator.

Load Bars that are:
Up to 8,000kg Capacity
600mm & 800mm Width

TRURO AGENCIES stock Cables & hardware
compatible with most indicators & load bars.
Let us connect you into robust reliable
systems, that you can understand & get the
results you need.
orders@truroagencies.com.au
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